Cooking , Baking and of course tasting. Part of a series of programs to
improve hand eye coordination, sensory stem and fine motor skills

Community Access Center of Burlington Township

Cindy
Although consumers receive baking training and
tips throughout the year, there is one month that
the Special needs program at Community Access of
Burlington Township honors the baking and kitchen skills of the program consumers. Each week
during that month new items are added to the list
—up to this point, the special needs consumers
have already mastered the art of cupcakes and
strawberry cheesecake’s. In the upcoming weeks
everyone will work together to make brownies as
well as cookies.

Howard

Elena

The individuals in this program participate with
assistance from staff with measuring, mixing, pouring, and stirring the ingredients. Everyone really
enjoys preparing and making delicious treats. But
perhaps that’s because they will soon get to taste
and devour their creations as an afternoon snack.

L: Film producer Erica speaks
with Patty and Elena before filming and they explain how gift
baskets are made; that the design
is based on a requested theme by
a purchaser and their desired
price range.

OTC Video filmed
At the CAC

Theresa

Baskets make great personal
Christmas gifts—to order your
gift basket, please call:
Misty, 609-267-6677 ext. 301

Designing and preparing gift
baskets is one of many activities
specifically designed to build the
fine motor and cognitive skills of
individuals with disabilities.
Activities in each of the CAC’s
are based on an individual’s
skills, interests, physical abilities,
level of socialization and therapeutic benefits.
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“Say it with Clay”
For this activity everyone travels to the “Say
it With Clay “ center in Collingswood
The program is designed to be
therapeutic for individuals; it is a stress
reducer and helps to foster communication and bring people together as a
team. Typically, the groups in this activity are small, 8 people per group and
each group is designed for an individual’s particular needs.
During the work sessions, there is time
for bonding with others, while building
helpful skills such as, listening, patience and follow through. The handson creation from beginning to end
helps to enhance self-morale while developing a sense of pride and accomplishment as people take ownership of
their creation.
It’s easy to see the enthusiasm on everyone’s face as they push their fingers
into the clay pressing, kneading and
rolling it until a plain block of clay is
transformed into their own creation.

Top: Norman and Elena anxiously wait for their block of clay
that will soon be transformed
Middle: Missy gets some hands on training as she begins to
knead the clay into her design
Bottom: Elena learns how to roll the clay to make the thinner
pieces
Right: While back at the CAC, Howard gets some “hand over
hand” help from LPN Krista while creating his own gift basket

2

What's for dinner !
I think we all know the answer to that! Matt caught this 52” long, 70 pound Halibut while
on vacation in Seward, Alaska. It was the biggest catch on the boat and there was quite a
struggle to get the big fish aboard. But the good news is that Matt didn’t have to worry
about telling a tale about the "one that got away" when he returned to work in the OTC
Janitorial Program in Trenton.

Service Contracts

Wonder if Matt had to buy another plane ticket to bring his catch home?

OTC begins filming for new company video……………...local news anchor to
provide voice over for video
Former TV 10 news anchor and reporter Terry Ruggles will narrate the new OTC company
video which is scheduled for completion in late October or November and will then be
available for viewing on a completely new OTC website. Recently, Terry and the film crew
visited each of the OTC program sites and spoke to many of the individuals who work in
these programs and more importantly are responsible for their ongoing success.
Pictures on page two capture interviews with Terry and individuals who work at
Halverson Hall, the Air Force dining facility and the county library.
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Joint Base MDL and the Air Force granted permission for a film crew to visit and
film on base…….footage will be used in new OTC video showing individuals working in
the OTC programs on base and off. Pictures below show individuals in foodservice at
Halverson Hall (Air Force dining facility) and janitorial workers at Burlington County
library. Retired news anchor Terry Ruggles will provide video voiceover.

R: Some things just
come naturally; no
need to tell Lauren to
smile for the camera

Above: Terry prepares for interview with Jennifer
Below: Jennifer has a few different responsibilities in the
kitchen; in this picture she correctly demonstrates how to
quickly prepare silverware and dishes for their final cleaning.

Sharrise and
Terry —seems
to be smiles all
around

Thorough dusting; only one of Amy’s
responsibilities at the library

Camera crew captures a trademark of the
OTC foodservice group; attention to even
the smallest detail
Top: Matt, Terry and Amy at
Burlington County Library

Community Access Center of Mt. Laurel hosts Open House and
Film Crew for New OTC Video

CAC of Mt. Laurel

Parents, guardians, consumers and visitors took this opportunity to tour the
new facility, meet the staff and learn more about the many different activities
offered to individuals in this program. And recently a file crew visited the center to interview consumers and speak with parents

Open House Top Left: visitors gather to sample the food, talk
about the different activities and get to know the staff
Top Right: Greg shows off his learned skills on the computer
to his mom.
Middle Right: Mrs. Robinson follows her daughter as Kelly
shows her around the facility.

Top Left: Mrs. Dunn enjoys a laugh with her son Michael during the video shoot. Michael has
been at the center since it opened 20 years ago and is pictured above right with David, one of the
center’s special needs staff working on a peg board.
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Celebrating 20 years of development and growth for Community
Access Centers of Mt. Laurel and Burlington Township
In addition to celebrating the 20th anniversary of the OTC Crew Labor Program, 2015 also marks the 20 th anniversary of
two of our Adult Training Centers and we’re so excited to look back at the progress and success of these programs.
Twenty years ago, the state of New Jersey made a decision to outsource the management and responsibility of many of
its Adult Training Programs to organizations like the Occupational Training Center and we were delighted when the
state awarded us two of its existing facilities.
In order to qualify for this responsibility, organizations had to meet strict financial and operational requirements to prove that the Centers would continue to operate for the betterment of individuals with disabilities. At the
time, the OTC was already operating successful Adult Training Centers in Mt. Holly and Marlton, NJ and this was the
perfect opportunity to offer the same type of program to even more adults with disabilities. In 1995, OTC took over the
management and responsibility of two of the state’s centers, one in Cherry Hill and one in Burlington Township, and
transitioned them into OTC Adult Training Centers. A primary concern at that point was “time in the community” for
consumers; the OTC quickly realized the value of increased community interaction and from that point forward the
OTC has fully embraced the idea of community involvement for all our centers.
Since the acquisition of the new Adult Training Centers, all
three programs have been significantly enhanced and have constantly grown in
size as well as in the types and number of services provided. In fact, we now
have four centers, renamed Community Access Centers (CAC), located in Mt.
Laurel, Southampton, Marlton, and Burlington Township and each CAC offers diverse
programs and opportunities for our consumers. In addition to assisting with basic
socialization and physical needs, these CACs also offer training services to adults
with disabilities to help them develop daily living skills and become active members in their communities.
Three of our consumers, Diane, Michael and Michelle have been with the
Cherry Hill CAC (now the Mt. Laurel CAC) almost since the day OTC assumed
responsibility of the center and they love everything about it, the many activities, but especially the staff. In addition
to enjoying the personnel attention and help Diane receives from the supervisor and staff at the CAC, she has also taken advantage of the programs and activities the OTC has added over the years.
Although Diane faces additional obstacles being in a wheelchair, the CAC helped
her gain the confidence needed to explore part time job opportunities and Diane
credits the CAC staff, especially Teri with giving her the motivation to persist in
this dream. Michael, likes to do anything of a social nature. He loves to be around
people and has formed an especially close bond with the center’s RN Jubert. But
he really enjoys being out and about; he and Michelle are in a bowling league; they
are on the same team and meet every other Saturday to complete.
Since all of our consumers are unique in both ambitions and needs, we
adjust and tailor our programs to fit the needs of each individual. To do this, the CACs provide facilities-based training, community integration services, specialized training and therapeutic services as well as a special needs program
that addresses any medical or behavioral needs of the individual. All of these programs are fully staffed and monitored
by the OTC to maintain the highest standards in quality and safety.

Doing what Crew Labor does best!
And enjoying every minute!

Crew Labor

Crew labor is far from a one dimensional work team.
There are contracts to perform janitorial work and
lawn maintenance in addition to their litter abatement responsibilities.

But as you may be able to see in these pictures
litter abatement seems to be the favorite

Individuals on the work crew say they like being
outside and moving around, especially when the
weather is so accommodating .

But don’t take my word for it—the expression on
everyone’s face tells it all. When is the last time you
saw these kind of smiles during a work day and
hours before quitting time?
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Video crew goes on location to film Crew Labor at work……….as always,
crew labor personnel were busy at work; no need to manufacture a work scene for
this group. Turned out to be the easiest part of the video for the film crew: Just
arrive on scene, set up the camera and begin filming. But do it quickly, individuals
in crew labor do not waste any time—in fact on this day, they had almost completed their task before the film crew got their shots.

Darlene,
Everyday I’m thankful that OTC is there
for our children.
And how fortunate
for them that they
have someone as
caring, supportive
and professional as
you to guide them.
Ms. Pelosi

Darlene,
I just wanted to drop you a quick note to thank you and
the crew for doing such a great job in The Grande—our
complaints have dwindled to near zero even on those
windy days when the trash wants to find its way everywhere. Please thank the crew for us on doing such a
wonderful job.
Jennifer Karge
Community Manager
Community Management Services Group, Ltd.

Darlene, OMG—The Crew Labor team did an awesome job cleaning yesterday!! When I got home I
wanted to cry. Thank you so much. Would you please email me everyone’s name, I want to send an official thank you letter along with a couple of pictures.
Monica

Summer BBQ at Marlton brings summer to a close…….everyone got to

CAC of Marlton

enjoy the outdoors on a wonderful summer day. There was competition on
the volleyball court, great food to cap off the day and of course friendships.

Erin and
Cathy compete in a
game of
volleyball.
Looks like
teamwork
is their
forte.

Left: Brad demonstrates his athletic
prowess with an overhand serve.

Above right: Recently retired at age of 80, Donald elected on this day, to hone his skills on the computer. Until a few months
ago Donald worked at Crew Labor; his job separating recyclables at a local township was almost always outdoors, and that
may account for his desire to stay inside on this occasion. But he absolutely loved his work and the township employees loved
Donald. They appreciated the work he did and organized a wonderful party for his retirement that was attended by all.
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Say It With Clay……….fingers and hands molding a sense of accomplishment. An increasingly popular activity as individual bond with others while building helpful skills
such as listening, patience and follow through.

The program is designed to
be therapeutic for individuals; working with clay is a
stress reducer, it helps to
foster communication and
bring people together as a
team. Typically, the
groups are small, 8 people
per group and groups are
designed for an individuals
particular needs.

The hands-on creation
from beginning to end
helps to enhance selfmorale while developing
a sense of pride and accomplishment as people
take ownership of their
creation.
It’s easy to see the enthusiasm on everyone’s faces
as they press fingers into
clay transforming it into
their own creation.

Southampton CAC takes to the bowling alley…...who doesn’t
like to bowl? Certainly everyone from Southampton CAC does!

CAC of Southampton

Check out the big smile on Matt’s Face. Think he is
ready to knock down a few pins.

Below: John watches the
pins fly as he records his
first strike

Jean s
ho
creati ws off her
on to
Abbie

September was a big month
for Birthdays at Southampton
Our best wishes to:
Donique and Cynthia
Sean and Kimberly
Michael and Richard

Jeanne gets ready to bowl - don’t let her slight
frame fool you; she is a tough competitor.

Do you like this? J0hn says
wait until you see what I make
next time.
Daren watches
as John records
his second
strike in a row

You would be smiling too
- John takes a seat after
knocking
downsays
his look
third - this is so easy
Ashely
strike in Ia can
row.doHe’s
it with my eyes closed!
bowled two consecutive
strikes a few times but
never had three in a row.
What’s next John?

Kim really like this—she
has already asked, when
are we are coming back?
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What better way to end the summer than a day on the golf course
with good friends and a chance for a “hole in one”

Looks like a two
putt for Laura.
Easy game; head
down, watch the
putt and confidently walk over and
take your ball out
of the hole.

Laura, John and Jim
watch as Rickey
shows off his good
putting form on a
long par 3

L: John finishes up with a par
while Rickey is in for a birdie!

Purple grass???? No wonder Laura is having a hard
time reading the “greens”

